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It’s a match made in heaven, a real love affair paired with KOKET, a love affair with luxury design. 
That’s right, KOKET’s stunning collection of dramatic case goods, luscious upholstery and exquisite 
lighting will be starring alongside Mr. Grey and Anastasia in the scandalous, highly-anticipated 
movie Fifty Shades of Grey, out this Valentine’s Day. 

As most people know, Fifty Shades of Grey, written by E L James, chronicles the whirlwind sexual 
affair of the shy and virginal Anastasia, and the dominant and successful Christian Grey. As their 
tumultuous relationship unfolds, Creative Director and Founder, Janet Morais’ exclusive KOKET 
pieces from the Guilty Pleasures collection transform the sets into lustful scenes. 

 "My passion and mission with KOKET is to create highly desirable, empowering statement pieces. The 
essence of my pieces dreamily complements the film’s aura of desire, passion and power. Although I 
never thought my collection would be powerful enough to grace the set of Fifty Shades of Grey, our 
inclusion has revealed the influence of exceptional design”, admits Janet Morais.  



KOKET pieces featured 
in Fifty Shades of Grey
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CHLOÉ | SOCNCE

BURLESQUE | CONSOLE

EXOTICA | DESK

MADEMOISELLE | ARMOIRE

ETERNITY | CHANDELIER

Shining in the background, look for the sunburst Guilt mirror and stunning Mademoiselle Armoire. 
The crystal Eternity and playful Chloe sconces cast a sultry glow upon a room; while the design of 
the Exotica dressing table and Burlesque console add more visual eroticism to the movie. 
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HYPNOTIC | CHANDELIER

DESIRE | SOFA

DESIRE | CHAIR

DÉLICE | CHAIR

The yearning intensifies with the provocative design of the Desire sofa and matching chair. 
The intricate, golden coils and spirals of the Hypnotic chandelier stimulate inner passion while 
enveloping you in a sultry trance. 
The heavenly curves and luscious accents of the Delice chair radiates a sensual aura for anyone 
who dares to succumb to its embrace. 

Lasciviousness takes a glamourous turn in the Chignon chair with a body of voluptuous curves 
wrapped in a sassy champagne reptile print. The sweet Incanto bench has an enticing simplicity 
that is exemplified in the fluidity of its design much like the leading lady Anastasia.
A strong and captivating light flows over the bench from the Vivre sconces offering exquisite 
vintage details with a decidedly modern profile; remind you of Mr. Grey? 
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